Rubric for grading short writing pieces
Original Story 
5
4
3
2
	Originality



Story is logically written and organized  

Assignment is original and creative 

Story is mostly logical and organized 

Assignment is somewhat creative and original 
Story is confusing and disorganized 

Assignment is not very creative or original 
Story is indecipherable 


Story is dull and unoriginal 
	Content



Shows complete understanding of assignment 

Student understands the characters in the story and presents an accurate portrayal of them

Shows average understanding of assignment 

Student understands the characters in the story and presents a fairly accurate portrayal of them. 
Shows limited understanding of assignment

Student shows limited understanding of the characters and their likely behaviors. 
Shows no understanding of assignment 

Student shows no understanding of characters, perhaps did not even read the story. 
	Mechanics



Excellent use of CPUG

None or very few errors 

Average use of CPUG


May have some errors 
Needs assistance with CPUG

Many errors but plot is understandable  
Does not consider CPUG

Errors interfere with comprehension 
	Effort



Extraordinary effort
 
Exceeds assignment requirements

Used class time wisely

Final product is exceptionally neat and finished 
Average effort

Meets requirements


Used class time wisely 

Final product is neat and finished 
Weak effort

Requirements are not met

Did not use class time wisely

Final product is incomplete 
Little to no effort 

Did not use class time at all 

Refused help from teacher 

Final copy is sloppy and unfinished 

	Dialogue 








Student used the mini lesson on dialogue to effectively incorporate it into writing


Student attempted to used the mini lesson on dialogue to incorporate it into writing


Student used the mini lesson on dialogue and tried to incorporate it into writing


Student did not use the mini lesson on dialogue and did not incorporate it into writing


Grading for Short Writing Piece: 5 categories (x) 5 points each = 25 points total for the short creative writing piece. 
Grading for Multiple Choice Questions/Short Answer: 15 questions (x) 5 points each =75 possible points
For a grand total of 100 points on the “So I Ain’t No Good Girl” Packet



